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Summary

This study is deals with design of distribution network
for drink-ing water system consist of(250) Lruildings, each
with three floors and each floor contains (I2) apartment,
with design period of (S0)years by the sravitational system
and considering a factor ofsafety (1.5) the design made by
computer software (pipe-') with Hardy-Cross method and
Hazen-williams formula.

Thc design requircd thc delivery of ryater to a height of {13)
m as a minimum, which includes the head losses in pipes and
nodes.The software needs several data as: water disfribution
network, length of pipes and diameter in and the demand of
water and then but the main reservoir and the applieafion of
several heights of the tank and take the optimal height which
was (20) m assumed to be for satisfying the stantiard speed
limit and the pressure for the last point served by the
nefwork. The height of water in the last point is found to be
(15.66) m ,the deferens is mentioned as head losses.
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Chapter One

Introduction

l-l General:

water distribution networks are the most important part in the distribution ofwater
and is considered the most expensive part in the process and purpose of these nehrorks is
the distribution of water in the city for normal consumption and distribution of water
under certain pressure.

The purpose of distribution system is to deliver water to consumer with appropriate
quality' quantity and pressure. Distribution system is used to describe collectivelv the
facilities used to supply water ftom its source to the point ofusage.

l-2 The Obiectives:

The research aims to design a water distribution network for a certain city and

conform the design with scientific requirements and specifications approved to facility
the calculation and save time , a software provided by rnodern computers will use.

The research aims to clarifu the relationship between the speed offlow inside the pipes

and the losses within those pipes. And then analvze the network bv using equ,ations

(Flardy Cross) to find a discharge and loss in each tube.
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Chapter Two

Water Distribution Svstem

2-1 Literature Review:

l.Harry watson(water s.pply netu.ork),2ooo was used a software and manual for desisn
a water network ,The result ofdistribution system liom manual and software show tbat
there is a difference between them . computer software sophistically package whicb
consider so many factor regarding the distribution system . hence it glves economlcal
design as compare to manual design Hardy-Cross method is most widely used method but
it is too much time consuming and so many iteration are required .

2.Antonio Gameiro (network analyse), 2003 used irrplementation ofthe Hardy-Cross
method for the solution ofpiping nehvork , By using a friendly implementatron ofthe
Hardy-Cross method for solving piping network he was gated an easy and accurate result
for his project. the software is p.afticularly suited for academic application , allowing the
user to solve both flow-rate problems and dimensioning problems wrth different t'?es of
boundary condition . the program automatically finds opened and closed paths for energy
conservation rendering the utilization of the software guide easy post_pror:esslng tools
allow the computation offlow characreristics in any point in the network . test conducted
so far showed very good convergence rate.

2-2Requirement of Distribution Svstem :

AAer complete treatment of water, it becomes necessary to
houses . industrres and publrc places by means ofa net*ork
disnibution system consists of pipes of various sizes ,valves
are the requirements ofa good dishibution svstem (7).

distribute it to a number of
of distribution system .The

, pumps etc. The following



l.lt should convey the treated water up to the consumers with the sarne degree
of purity .

2 The-water should reach to every consumer with the repaired pressure head.3.Sufficient quantity oftreated water should reach for the aomestic anO
lndustrial use.

4.It should be economical and easy to maintain and use.
5.It should be able to transport sufficient quantity of water during emergency.
6.During repair work ,it should not cause obstruction to the traffi'c.
7.It should be safe against any future pollution.
8.The quantity ofpipes laid should be good and it should nol trusr.
9.It should be water tight and the water losses due 1o leakage should be

minimum as for as possible

2-3 Water Consumotion:

In the design ofnetworks and water projects is necessary to calculate the amount of
water required and this requires the expense ofthe number ofpeople who use the network
and the amount ofconsumption per person.

Before designing any water n€twork must be determine the rife ofthe proiect that must

be expanded so that the census is to predict who will use the project and how will the

population number at the end ofthe Deriod.

2 -J-l Tvpes of Consumntion:

Water requirements can be divided into four categories
1. Domestic consumption (domestic use): The rate ranging between 40olo and

60%0 of the total consunption.
2. Covemment consumption: The total rate of about 10olo ofthe total

consumption .

3. Industrial consumption and trade: the rate ranging between 20% to 30% of
the total consumption.

4. losses: Vary relatir,ely differcnt depcnding many factors.



I . The social level ofthe populaton

2. Weather conditions

3. The existence of industry

4. The presence or absence ofmeasures ofwater
5. The cost and quality ofwater processed.

2-3-3: Changes in Consumntion:

That consumption does not remain constant throughout the year, month, or day or
hour, but the change during these periods shall be consurnption more rn drought years, for
example in the hot months, as well as in the days ofweekends the consumptron ofwater
high. As well as in one-day changes occur in water consumption example use large
quantities dudng the morning and afternoon and also less than the deprecrafion in the early

'ours 
ofthe'ight. As we have stated previously that the consumptio' varies lionl rno[th

to month. In lraq, the maximum consumptjon of water in the months ofJuly and August.

2-4 Components of Water Distribution Networks:

The most impotant componerts ofthe networks are:

I . Pipeline distribution

2. Valves

3. Fireplugs

4. Pumping stations

5. Reservoirs
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2-4-1 Distribution Pines:

The pipes used for water distnbution must be available in a few conditions: durability

and length ofuse and cost savings' the process ofselection ofthe pipeline depends onthe

following..

1. Transport capacity ofthe tube

2. The survival and transPorl

3. The qualitY of water-bome

4. Costs ofprimary and maintenance cost

5. Extemal and internal stresses as a result of soil layers

There are many types ofpipes, mainly '

-a. Cast- iron PiPes'

It may be is several features as '

l. The medium Price
2. A strong, durable and resistant to erosion.

3. LongJived (up to a hundred years or more)

4. In the distribution network will allow branches to take them to the house'

The pipes have also several disadvantages as:-

l. Speed ofwater flow in the tubes decreases with time due to the increased coefficient of

friction.
2. Do not use these tubes for pressure exceeding 7 kg / cm 2

3. Are being broken during transportation or when making connections



-b. Steel PiPes'

The Advantages: -

-Facilitate the transfer and instatlation of pipes for its light weight and does not occur a

break because of transPort'

Also theY have Disadvantage

-Lessdurabletharrcastilonpipe,andthedifficultyoftakingthebranchestofeedthe
domestic watel.

-c. Wrought iron PiPes'

Have the advantages . . '

1. Provided a significant scale'

2. Resistance to corrosron'

3. Its ability to withstand the shocks and high flexibility'

4. The long length ofuse.

5. Does not have a negative impact on water quality'

-d. Plastic PiPes,

Have the advantages....

l. Cheap price.

2. Somewhat strong

3. Flexible, and low friction coefficients

4. Good electrical insulation

5. Light weight and easy to transport

And following disadvantages....

1. Do not use in soil that contains organic material

2. Have high expansion coefficients are not used at high temperatures and is not used to

transfer hot water

3. Some types ofthese tubes give odor to water and which are not desired by consumers'



Table (2.1) Normal gauge PVC PiPes

Diameter (cm) 15 20 25 40 56 80 100 150

Maximum working

Pressure(kg/cmr)

l t.6 3t.4 2l.l t9.6 21.9 15.4 12.5

The following tables provide dimensional common operational loads for plastic pipes

Table (2.2) heavy gauge PVC PiPe

2-4-2 Y alves:

-a, Gate valves:

Use this valve on the pipe major and semlmajor order to be able to isolate any paxt of
the network for rest easily when it is required (repair or maintenance). Use these valves

also for pipes in spaces not more than (250) meters and they should set up ( a manholes)

for each valve to be easily reached ifa large valve and in addition to a small valve is

opened by the valve, to prevent osteoporosis in pressure as a result ofthe large pressure

difference.

-b. Air reliefvalves:

This valve is used in the high points pipes so as to prevent leakage ofair free from

water at those points out ofthe tube because the lack ofinfiltration leads to reduced output

and affect the performance ofthe hydraulic network'

1J 20 40 50 56 80 r00

Matimum \"'orking

Pressure 1kg/cmz)

59.9 48.3 44.3 32.9 28 29.1 25.9 22.4



2-4-2-c. Non return valves:

This allows the valve over the water in a certain direction does not allow his passage in

the opposite direction and riding on the main lines ofwater pipes at the way out ofthe

station pumps and the dimensions of about (4) km at the low points ofthe pipeline' it

p."u"nt" ,"flu* of *ater from the length ofthe tube high when you break the tube in front

ofthevalveandappliedtoridedirectlybehindthevalvetotheValvefacilitatethe
detection ofreservations on the valve apostate ifnecessaxy

2-4-3 Fireplues:

Is an extension comected to the network ofpipelines linking the fire to secure tle scene

ofplaces easily accessible so that it covers most of the areas served by the network'

2-5 Requirements of Good Distribution Svstem

l. Water quality should not get deteriorated in the distribution pipes.

2. It should be capable of supplying water at all the intended places with sufficient

pressure head.

3. It should be capable ofsupplying the requisite amount ofwater during fire fighting'

4. The layout should be such that no consumer would be without water supply, during

the repair of any section ofthe system.

5. All the distribution pipes should be preferably laid one metre away or above the

sewer lines.

6. It should be fairly water-tight as to keep losses due to leakage to the minimum.

When selecting distribution networks it must take into account the following points ....

1. Pipes to be ofdurable material.

2. Pipes to be ofsufficient capacity to trarsport the required discharge all the time.

4. The protection ofwater in the pipes ofbacterial contamination.

5. The need to work on the existence ofpiped water constantly.
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2-6 Lavouts of Distribution Network:

The distribution pipes are generally laid below the road pavements' and as such their

layouts generally follow the layouts ofroads' There are, in general' four different types of

pipe netivorks; any one ofwhich either singly or in combinations' can be used for a

parlicular place. TheY are:

l.Dead End System

2. Ring System

3. Grid lron System

4.Radial System

2-6-1 Dead End Svstem:

Lines include a major branch ofsub-pipes based on shape, Fig (2-l) and this way the

roads were less cost, but the large number ofendings of many areas ofthe city was

deprived of water in the case of closing the water pipes for repairs,

sub_matn

PiP€s
l

t- ,-
l.i

I

i

,;j ,,l./
marn prpe

Figure (2-l)Dead end sYstem

2-6-2 Circle or Rins Svstem:

It is a water main pipe around the city or the region and subdivided it pipeline

subsidiary by planning paths pipeline distribution and this method is better thal the first

because it does not include the ends closed as in Figure (2-2) and therefore it is



cha.racterized that any line with a fit can be locked without affecting the rest ofthe

network .

iri+L < vi
*l tli---.f---'---,tt'rtiF--- -' 

irl
1,-

sub_main -'_

+r

-- --,- - -l
I

i

a'

l:t --- )

,v
I

main PiP€s ": '

Figure (2-2) Circle system network

2-6-3 Grid Iron Svstem

Includes a major tube surrounds the city as well as other major pipeline distribution

retwork shown in Fig(2-3) so as lot to ilcrease the distance between the rnain pipeliue

for one kilometer. This method, though expensive, but it's better than the previous

methods for the water pressure in disnibution pipes.

pipe3

Figure (2-3) Grid iron system

2-6-4 Radial Svstem Water Distribution in The Countrv:

10



Can be considered as a circular because it does not depend on dividing the city into

areas as in Figure (2-4) and then placed in the center of all city water tank for water

distribution in the direction around the city and sometimes out pipe major carrier of water

without being related to the pipes for another and then subdivided them into tubes

distribution required. the tr€nefit ofthis metl$d is that wat€r reserv€s at a rat€ of discharge

and high pressure until the beginning of distribution in the central areas in the city.

Iigure (2-4) Radial system

2.7 The Features of Good Distribution:

Good distribution system that must meet the following requirements .-..

l.Through the delivery ofpotable water for use lo consumers through the distnbution

network and the outside ofthe treatment plants must be fixed within the degree ofpurity
recuired level.

2.Pressure ofthe water reaching the consumer must have the required level, or adequate to

meet the need and be within the permissible limits.

3.The amount of water available must meet various purposes, including civilian and

industrial and other

4.The maintenance ofdistribution networks should be easy and economical

5.In case of emergency such as a fire must be equipped with adequate quantities of water

11



2.8.1 The Pumpine Svstem With Storaee:

This system is considered one ofthe most flexibility systems where the amount of

excess water consumption during the minimum is stored in tanks fbr use by the high

consumption during the maximum. This method usually works in most cases, have

advanlages. among lhem the following ..

L Pumps working at a regular Pace

2. in the case ofa fire pump that can meet the quantity of water required to extinguish the

fire

2.8.2 The Gravitational Svstem:
When the source of water is a lake or reservoir height ofa particular arbitrator' the

desired pressure can be supplied to consumers using the gravitational flow of water

distribution.

2.8.3 Direct Pumpine Svstem:

I| this way water is pumped directly il}to the pipe and it should be loted that the

disadvantages ofthis method is different.

1. In the case ofa power off stops water supply

2. Change in \4'ater consumption affects the pressure inside the pipe

To avoid the evening focused above the number ofpumps with different capacities and

operate the pumps according to water needs, this method requires care in the operation and

maintenance of good

2.9 Methods of Sunplv of Water :

Can be equipped water and delivery it to costumers by one ofthe following systems:

2.9.1 Continuous Svstem:

12



ln this system are water supply to consumers through the continuous (24 hours) This

system has disadvantages- including loss of large quantities of water as a result ofthe use

of others required for their intended purpose and you lack of awareness of consumers to

the value of *ater available to theur continuously.

Benefits ofthe sysleln continued ....

L No need to slore \ aler to consumers because water continttes processing

2. The water is always arailable for emergencies such as fire

3. No need of valves because the water cycle continues in the tube so air pool has no place

inside tlie tube.

2-9-2 The AC Svstem (Intermittent Svstem):

ln this system are equipped the water during certain hours per day and that would

normally be in the rnoming and evening, tlie time of processing can be changed tluough

the seasons ofthe year, use the equipment when the AC quantities ofwater available front

the soruce is not su{ficient to meet the requireme ls for continLred processing

Benefits of the AC:

1. This system is considered appropriate when the water from the source are available in

limited quantities.

2. Reservoirs used in homes for the provision ofwaler for a day or two in case ofan
intenxption processing.

Disadvanlages o[the AC system ....

1. Consumers are forced to store water for hours of unintemrpted processing

2. Consumers are forced to set up tanks in their homes, which increases the economic cost.

3. The existence ofa large number of valves and other structures because the processing is

given tlrrough a tube in the case of another closure tube

4. Mav not have adeouate amounts ofwater in case offire.
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Chapter Three

Theoretical considerations
3.1 Forecastins Ponulation Methods:

3.1.1 Arthematic Method:

Based upon the consideration that the rate of graoth is constant.

,, aP

'Ttt -Trn'
By integration ...

Pt=po+kt. . ..(3-l)
Where:

, ., AP..^
K.tlre straight line slope t k lXftorn recorded data)

Pt:the population at future time

Po:the present population

t :design period

Figrre (3-1) Relation between population and time

population

AI

time
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3-1-2.flniform Method:

Based upon the consideration that the rate of gouth is proportional to population.

Ln(pt) = In(po) + K A 1......(3-2)

K:the straight line stope {k - {f)
ft:the population at future time

Po:the present population

t:desigrr period

Figure (3-2)The unifbnn method

3-l-3.Loeistic Mcthod:

p _ .P sdf t? ?.r' trr,a+l.rr; '.-

^ :PoP1P: - Pl2lPo+P:)
Psrl:-

FdP2 P72

v:111 lPlS!-!91
'pd

, 1, , Po(Psat- P1_)\o:-In( J

Where:
P sat : the saturation population of community
A and b :constant

N:the time internal between suclssive a record

A t:time period beyand the base year coresponding to Po

popuraron

Itt P,, l-- -

In P. k'- Ainf
AI

llme



3-2 The Hvdraulics Analvze of Water Supplv Network

J-2-1 Network Analvsis:

Analysis of water distribution system includes determining quantities of flow and head

losses in the various pipe lines, and resulting residual pressures. In any pipe network, the

following two conditions must be satisfied:

I . The algebraic sum ofpressure drops around a closed loop must be zero, i.e there

can be no discontinuity in pressffe.

2. The flow entering ajunction must be equal to the llow leanng thatjunction; i.e. the

law ofcontinuity must be satisfied.

Based on these two basic principles, the pipe networks are generally solved by the

methods ofsuccessive approximation. The widely used method ofpipe network analysis

is the Hardy-Cross method.

3-2-2 Hardv Cross Method In The Hvdraulic Analvsis:

The method is based on the following principles ..

Lfor Any continuous flow in the pipe, the algebraic sum of flow in pipes in each node is

equal to zero

IQ=o
2. For Tbe constant pressure, the algebraic srrrr ofthe loss ofenergy in any closed loop in

dre system is equal to zero

lhf= 0

3-2-3 Head Balance Method:

This method consists ofassuming a distribution of flow in the nefivork in such a way

that the principle ofcontinuity is satisfied at eachjunction. A correction to these assumed

flows is then computed successively for each pipe loop in the network, until the correction

is reduced to an acceptable magnitude.

16



lf Q" is the assumed flow and Q is the actual flow in the pipe, then the correction 6 is

given by,(5)

6=e_es; or e=e"+6... ... (4-1)

Now, expressing the head loss (H1) as

Hr-=K.Q. ..........(4-2)

we have, the head loss in a pipe

=K.(Q"+6)'... ... ... ... ... .(4-3)

:K.[Q". + x.Q"*'16 + ... ... .negligible tenns]

=K.1Q,' + x.Qa*r5|...............(4-4)

Now, around a closed loop, the summation ofhead losses must be zero.

:KlQ"' + x.Q,''61 = 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... (a-5)

or tK.Qs' = -tKx Q.*'6... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... (4-6)

Since, 6 is the same for all the pipes ofthe considered loop, it can be taken out ofthe
summation.

Or tK.Q"' : -tKx Q"*'

or 6:!tr(Q"'/ !x.KQ"*r... ... ... ... ....(4-7)

Since 6 is given the same sign (direction) in all pipes ofthe loop, the denominator ofthe
above equation is taken as the absolute sum ofthe individual items in the summation.
Hence,

Or 6:-IK.Q""/ t I x.KQ"'-r I

or F-!H1/ x. t lH/Q"l (4-8)

where Hs is the head loss for assumed flow Q".

17



The numerator in the above equation is the algebraic sum ofthe head losses in the

various pipes ofthe closed loop computed with assumed flow. Since the direction and

magnitude of flow in these pipes is already assumed, their respective head losses with due

regard to sign can be easily calculated after assuming their diameters. The absolute sum of

respective KQs*-r or H1/Qu is then calculated. Finally the value of6 is found out for each

loop, and the assumed flows are corrected. Repeated adjustments are made until the

desired accuracy is obtained.

The value ofx in Hardy- Cross method is assumed to be constant (i e. 1.85 for Hazen-

William's formula, and 2 for Darcy-Weisbach formula)(8).

18
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Chapter Four

Calculations and Results

4-1: Descriotion ofThe Proiect

Design a distribution network ofdrinking water consists of250 buildings, each with a
height ofthree floors and contains 12 apartments. for period design of50 vears and an

avsrage consumplion of450 L/day/ pcrson

The calculations rvere obtained using assumed infomation as:

Number ofpopulation in 1990 : 14500

Number of Population in 2000 : 15000

Calculation the demand flow by arithmetic method as sho*'n...

K:50

Pt: Po+Kt

P(20):l5000 r 50*20:l6000 capita

Q: q*n (n:No .ofcapita)

Q:450+ t6000

Q:7200000 L/day

'7200000t3600424 :

83.33 L/S is the demand flow

4-2: Overview of (Pipe--) Softrvare:

19



4-2 overview of (pine*\ Software:

Is a program which models flow and quality in a town water supply pipe system.

Components which can be modelled include:

xReservoirs

*Pipes

+Pumping Stations
*Minor Head Losses
*Check Valves
*Reservoir Inlet Control
valves

*Various specialised control
valves

*Pressure Reducing Valves
*Pressure Sustaining Valves
*Flow Control Valves
*Sprinklers

*Hydrants

Pipe flows may be calculated using either the Colebrook White equation or the Hazen

Williams equation. Ifthe Colebrook White equation was selected, it is need to speciry

the pipe wall rougbness (mm or millifeet). Daxcy's factor (f) will then be calculated using

either the Laminar flow equation (when Reynolds Number 5 2000) or the Colebrook

White Equation (when Reynolds Number > 2000).

Then the network mesh must be drowning using lines to represent pipes and pre defined

symbols to represent pumps, valves, reservoirs. The pipes drawn in a CAD system (eg

Autocad) you can create a DXF file of the pipes and nodes. PIPES++ can then read this

.DXF file

Data is entered via dialog boxes which are accessed by double clicking on the pipe or

symbol
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Extended Period simulations (tlpically for 24 hours) can be canied out and during the

simulation pumps can be started and stopped and valves opened and closed based on

control rules which you speci$ (eg when a reservoir fills, stop a pump; when it falls 2

metres start the pump).

Water quality analyses can also be caried out to simulate how the concentration of
Chlorine, Fluoride or some other chemical varies with time. Chemical injection points

can also be specified with the chemical concentration specifed as data for the duration of
.the analysis. Trace graphs are available for these results also

The various graphs can be sent to a printer or plotter or copied via the Clipboard directly
to a word processor (eg Word for Windows) for inclusion in a report

4-3 The Innut Data:

By using software (pipe++) and after drown the pipes network the bottom information was

inserted....

1.the length ard diameter ofthe networks pipe.

2.the demand ofwater supply.

3. The trail head ofthe reservoir .

4. Tlpe ofequation for analysis use.

4-4 The Output Data:

The software was calculated the total head losses and the other results by used hardy-cross

and Hazen-William's equations as in table (4- I ) , The software application resuls are

shown in figures (4-l),(a-2),9-3)urd@-q.
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Chapter Five

Conclusion and Recommendations
5-l Conclusion:

From the calculations and the results that previously shown , by rrsing (pipe**;

software and with several trails find that....

1. Satisfu the velocity limit between (0.6-2.5)m/s in the pipe network.

2. Satisry the gradation in the piping from the largest too the smallest ranging

between (250-80) mm.

3. Satis! a uniform distribution in the pipe net\York and without any dead zone in

the network, and that which be by using (loop Network Method).

4. Satisry the required height in the farthest point ofthe network.

5. Satisfu minimum head losses in the network and junctions.

6.design and analysis the network as the fitture expansion in the city and

populations by a factor ofsafety(1.5).

7. Applicating a several trails ofheight, shows that the high of(20)m gives the

minimum losses.

9. the demand flow is determined from forecasting method (83.33 L/S), while the result

surn flow frorn the conputer software is found to be( 130 L/S), this difference is refer to

factor ofsafety (1.5) as in table(4-1)
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5-2 Recommendations:

LUsing several equations in the software and contparing the results.

2.Using urodified software like (E-PANET).

3.Study larger region for available data.

4.Using different reservoir height and comparing the results.

5.IJsing different graduated diameter and comparing thc results.
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